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Intro 

This a little love story for all of the broken hearted (ha
(2x)) 
Say from you know, you've been broken hearted 
I want to see your lighter in the air for all the broken
hearted and them 
what them a say 
right about now 

Verse 1 

Sleepless nights turning tossing blinded eyes 
filled with tears thunder crashing through my window 
if this is what it costs to make you stay 
I cant afford it cant take the pain 
cause loving you is not really worth it anyway 

(Chorus) 

I couldn't believe I cried you a river 
I looked in the mirror and realized 
The person I was once has totally changed 
Into someone I hated and this is why 
And you lied made me cry so many times 
Although i gave you so many chances 
Oh, you still crossed the line 
Now I may been a fool before 
But I'm not gonna be today (aye yay) 
Cause if your love's gonna cost me this much 
it's not a price I'm willing to pay 
Verse 2 
Sick in bed 
I'm not eating cause of you 
in my head, I don't like this feeling 
my folks taught me about love 
I wished they'd warned be bout breaking up 
Maybe that would have made it easy 
your on me!!!! 

(Chorus) 
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Cause you hurt me and you lied 
Made me cry so many times 
Although I gave u so many chances 
Oh, you still crossed the line 
Now I may been a fool before 
But I'm not gonna be today 
Cause if your loves gonna cost me this much 
its not a price I'm willing to pay(x2)
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